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Kilpailuoikeus ja data – mitä tulee ottaa huomioon?
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Transition from price-driven 
to data-driven markets 



Digital hand replacing the invisible hand?



Data protection concerns and the privacy paradox 

“I don’t think there’s been any 
meaningful impact that we’ve observed.”

Mark Zuckerberg commenting on the Cambridge 
Analytica scandal at a Congressional hearing



The right to decide what happens with our personal 

information is one of our most fundamental rights 

as individuals. And we can't just leave it to the 

market to protect those rights.

EU Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager, ‘What competition can do – and what it can't’ (25 October 2017)



Historically separate issues

> Traditionally competition authorities did not consider privacy: “any privacy related 
concerns do not fall within the scope of EU competition rules but within the scope 
of the EU data protection rules” 
– Asnef-Equifax (2006)

– TomTom/Tele Atlas (2007)

– Google/Doubleclick (2008)

– Microsoft/Yahoo! Search (2010)

– Telefonica/Vodafone/Everything Everywhere (2012)

– Publicis/Omnicom (2014)

– Facebook/WhatsApp (2014)

– Microsoft/LinkedIn (2016)

– Apple/Shazam (2018)

– Google/Fitbit (2020)





Blurring the lines

> EU data protection as standard for 

examining exploitative abuse

> Decision controversially seems like 

imposing post-clearance remedies in 

Facebook/WhatsApp

> Implications beyond national borders

> Transatlantic/international divergence or

convergence – what next?





Testing of conventional boundaries

> Historical hard line softening – focus on commonalities, shared concerns

> Privacy as a parameter of competition or quality component

> Goals of competition law? Distinct transatlantic approaches

> Different EU/US policy objectives

– Multidimensional v single goal

– Freedom of choice v price

– Ordoliberals v Chicago 

> Different EU/US approach to data/privacy protection 

– Dignity (fundamental right) v liberty

– GDPR v sectoral approach







Time to look beyond price in competition analysis?

> Existing competition policy too price-centered? 

> Competition law is about consumer choice, and price is only one type of choice

– Ultimate purpose of competition law? To protect and help ensure that the free 

market will offer consumers what they want from competition, starting with 

competitive prices, but also variety, innovation, quality, and other forms of non-

price competition

– Privacy protection is one form of non-price competition

> New Braindeis school and hipster antitrust 

> Holistic conjoined approach, e.g. Digital Clearing House





Consumer welfare includes choice and privacy

“Competition gives consumers the power 
to demand a fair deal. It means companies 
know that if they don't offer a good price, 
and a proper service – well, then their 
customers will simply go somewhere else.”



The role of trust for functioning markets

Most people don't think about politics all 
the time. But they do have to buy things in 
the market every day. And if they get 
treated unfairly in the market, it affects 
how they relate to the whole world around 
them. If consumers don't have the chance 
to make their own choices, to walk away 
from businesses that don't serve them well, 
that undermines the trust that makes our 
society work.

Margrethe Vestager, ‘Competition in changing times’ (February 
2018)







Political, moral and value-based dimensions

The fight over antitrust’s soul: The reality is that ‘competition 

law’ has never been, nor will it ever be, pure from normative 

political, social and economic values. Ultimately, it comes 

down to the values we want to promote and our belief in how 

competition works. 

Ariel Ezrachi and Maurice Stucke, Journal of European Competition Law & Practice (2017) 



Translating theory into practice?

“We believe that even where consumer harm cannot be 

precisely measured, strategies employed by dominant 

platforms aimed at reducing the competitive pressure they 

face should be forbidden in the absence of clearly 

documented consumer welfare gains”

Competition policy for the digital era 2019 (EU Commission expert report)



Future competition policy focus areas:
“the twin transitions” 

“Europe today needs to find the right way forward. We’re in 

the middle of not one, but two great transitions – to an 

economy that’s both digital and green. And that’s changing 

the world we know in fundamental ways.”

EU Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager, ‘Keeping the EU competitive in a green and digital world’ (2 March 2020)



Future competition policy focus areas

“Many of the biggest tech companies in the world – Google, Facebook, or Alibaba 
- didn’t even exist, 25 years ago. Now they have hundreds of millions, even 
billions of users. In a digital world, where size is often the key to success, growing 
companies can quickly reach the point where the market simply tips in their 
favour – and competition is lost forever.

Europe’s businesses need to be able to pool data, so they can compete to develop 
advanced artificial intelligence. And that sort of cooperation is good news for 
Europe – just as long as it doesn’t become a cover for cartels.”

EU Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager, ‘Keeping the EU competitive in a green and digital world’ (2 March 2020)
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